Friendly societies have been and are organisations for brotherly aid in misfortune and channels for the spirit of voluntary service as well as being agencies for mutual insurance and personal saving.¹

Although Beveridge’s characterisation of friendly societies as being channels, agencies and for aid, was not adopted within subsequent analyses, many of which presented the societies in terms of wider developments such as welfare or social order or placed them on the periphery, as proto-trade unions or unworldly insurance companies, it has merit.² Beveridge’s view of the societies as multi-faceted reflected the importance he attributed to an idealised version of the friendly societies of his youth. Beveridge, born in 1879, was a young man when the societies were at their zenith. The societies in which he showed most interested were the popular affiliated orders with quasi-autonomous branches.³ There were between four and six million members in the 1870s and maybe 9.5 million members in 1910.⁴ Legislation in 1911, based on the advice of, among others, Beveridge, gave the state greater control over health care and sick pay. A number of prominent friendly societies secured positions within the new system by becoming government ‘approved’, that is the administrative instrument through which the scheme was handled. Beveridge presented this change in role as a ‘marriage’ to the state. Insurance and saving had long been of importance within the societies but rarely the only attractions. In the period after 1911 insurance became central to the societies which had
gained approval. This led to tensions with civil servants, doctors, political parties and within the societies’ themselves. By 1911 people had found many other ways to engage in philanthropic and civic activities. Brotherly aid was of less importance as interest in the embodiments of fraternity notably travelling brothers, cross-class alliances and male-only groups was reduced. The spirit of voluntary service and the traditions of reciprocity were further undermined by the legislation of 1911.

Beveridge’s *Social insurance and allied services* (1942) was welcomed by the National Conference of Friendly Societies which produced a poster stating ‘Sir William Beveridge says:- ‘Voluntary insurance is an integral feature of the Plan for Social Security’. In February 1943 the government announced that the approved status of friendly societies would to be abolished and that aspect of their work transferred to a Ministry of National Insurance. When Beveridge assessed his work, he listed all the elements of his report that the government accepted and mentioned only one element that had not become law. ‘They have rejected my proposal to use the friendly societies as responsible agents for administrating State benefit’. He went on to refer to how

The marriage of 1911 between the State … and the voluntary agencies … has been followed by complete divorce. The State, like a Roman father, has sent the friendly societies back to live in their own house.6

He later referred to ‘the divorcement of State from Voluntary insurance’ and how the legislation of 1946 ‘divorced’ the state and the societies.7 Beveridge acknowledged that for the friendly societies a return to the *status quo ante* was difficult by employing a familial reference. He suggested that they needed a ‘spirit of service [and] to meet new needs by new methods in the old spirit of social advance by brotherly co-operation.8 He
put a price on the divorce, arguing that the societies’ income would fall by £2 million a year, that fewer people would join and more would lapse. He noted the ‘decreasing interest of members in Societies’ and argued that the societies needed to find new roles if they were to expand. Nevertheless, he continued to see friendly societies as central. He called for the restoration of the conditions in which the Victorian pioneers of social advance had worked:

so that at last human society may become a friendly society — an Affiliated Order of branches, some large and many small, each with its own life in freedom, each linked to all the rest by a common purpose and by bonds to serve that purpose. So the night’s insane dream of power over other men, without limit and without mercy shall fade. So mankind in brotherhood shall bring back the day.

Just as the friendly societies with their names which included the Druids, Anglo-Saxons and Ancient Britons, looked forwards through references to a long gone golden age, so Beveridge looked forwards with little reference to the immediate past, the period 1912-1948. He took far more guidance from the period before the Liberal administration came to power, that is before he joined the Board of Trade and went on to advise Lloyd George. Beveridge’s taxonomy, his yearning for the friendly societies to ‘bring back the day’ as a means of facing the next one, offered a route forward based on an account of the past. It illuminates his view of voluntary action as an element of the ‘duty’ which he felt ‘humanity’ required if it was to pick up the threads abandoned in his youth and ‘resume the progress in civilization which had been interrupted by two world wars’.
**Mutual insurance and personal saving**

Although the aims of different friendly societies included increasing temperance, promoting the Welsh language and supporting Freemasonry, a central element of their rationale was that they facilitated risk-sharing among members through the organised transfer of money. They used pooled money to protect members against the consequences of not being able to work at their normal trade due to problems including injury or old age. In the case of a male member’s death they supported widows and orphans. Calculating the level of income required in order to ensure payments of ill members was difficult and, for many friendly societies for much of the nineteenth century, unsuccessful. This lack of actuarial acumen did not appear to deter recruitment and indeed the imposition of mortality tables was the cause of secessions and membership reduction. In the mid-1840s the Independent Order of Oddfellows, Manchester Unity Friendly Society, IOOFMU, one of the largest affiliated societies, required lodges (that is branches) to provide information to the central officials about members. This was in order to aid the creation of tables of benefits and contributions. It was argued that a large number of lodges had adopted unsustainable financial practices. Lodges representing 16,000 members refused to comply. Many of them left to join a breakaway, the National Independent Order of Oddfellows. Other friendly societies noted the bitter struggles over solvency and insurance and did not tackle the issue for many years, preferring to face the risk of financial instability rather than the risk of division. Despite the concerns about the costs to fraternity of ensuring solvency, mortality tables were developed. Indeed the latter part of the nineteenth century was dubbed, by the historian of the IOOFMU, ‘a period which might be termed the dawn of actuarial science in the Manchester Unity’. By the end of the century the IOOFMU was
producing its own data which was considered so sophisticated and accurate that it became the basis for government action on national insurance in 1911. It was by drawing on such data that the IOOFMU could see the changing age and health profile of the membership. Members were living longer, making greater claims for sickness benefit and were having their funds drained by payments to those injured during the Boer War.\textsuperscript{16} The IOOFMU leaders were able to make informed decisions about the Society’s commitments to its members, when they debated and then campaigned for the introduction of state pensions. The increasing importance of this data was recognised by the Bishop of Winchester who, in his address at a service held to mark the centenary of the IOOFMU, referred to ‘your principles of financial stability and actuarial statistics’.\textsuperscript{17}

The 1911 Act focused the approved societies on the administration of national insurance at a time when they were already finding it difficult to adjust to new expectations about health care and members who lived longer and made larger claims. As medication and the adoption of new techniques increased the cost of health provision the main cost of the sickness of the breadwinner for a family changed from the loss of his income to the payment of medical bills. Commercial insurance companies adapted to the new patterns more adeptly than the friendly societies. Even without the 1911 Act the societies would have had to change. The legislation corralled them in way which made adjustment more difficult. There were approved societies based on trade unions, approved societies based on friendly societies and also ones based on insurance companies. It was the last of these which were most successful.\textsuperscript{18} They did not offer regalia, lodge nights, the election of officers or opportunities for members to become sick visitors. Insurance was only one of the attractions of the friendly societies and this meant that were not structured appropriately or as focused as their commercial rivals. Many of
those who have assessed the impact of this legislation have concluded that it led to an imbalance between the elements which, according to Beveridge, were the essence of the societies. In 1913, a year after it came into operation, the Secretary of the Charity Organisation Society and an honorary member of the IOOFMU, Charles Loch, wrote that the National Health Insurance Act was ‘the death warrant of the friendly societies’. In 1949, a year after the Act was superseded, Douglas Cole, a theorist of mutual aid, concluded that ‘the friendly societies, including the Orders, despite their large membership, have ceased to count as a social force to anything like the extent to which they used to count in the Victorian era’. Beveridge concluded that through the national insurance legislation that he had helped to plan and implement friendly societies ‘became more official and less personal. More of insurance agencies and less of social agencies’. He added ‘only a very few people appear to have joined a friendly society with the idea of participating in the social functions which it might provide … to a large extent the assumption was that the main object of the friendly society was to administer national health insurance’. A survey in the late 1940s by Mass-Observation reported that

In the majority of spontaneous comments the friendly societies appear exclusively as a mechanism for ‘putting by for a rainy day’ … there is a tendency among those who have been members of friendly societies for some considerable period to look back with regret to the time when the Society was very much more than a useful vehicle for ‘a rainy day’, when, through the provision of opportunities for social contacts it built up for itself a ‘group’ loyalty.
The unpopularity of the friendly societies’ administration of insurance may explain why Beveridge’s listed insurance and saving after brotherly aid and the channeling of voluntary spirit. He held ‘that the majority of the friendly society problems’ arose from ‘specialising purely in insurance’. Subsequent analysis has often concurred. The legislation speeded the ‘gradual abandonment of those aspects of mutuality and fellowship that had been the hallmark of friendly societies in Victorian Britain’ according to Johnson while Green argued that ‘when national insurance was introduced it attended only to the material dimension and in separating the cash benefits from the moral and educational role of the societies destroyed their essence’.

It was because the societies were associated with a complicated and unpopular insurance system that concern about the abolition of approved status was muted. The IOOFMU encouraged its members to lobby against the ‘government’s intention to abolish friendly societies’ and Beacon Lodge, Penrith produced a leaflet extolling members with the words: ‘Now is the time to make your effort to induce the government to utilise the existing machinery which has worked so effortlessly in the past.’ It called on members to write to their members of parliament. If any members wrote making the case that the existing machinery worked ‘effortlessly’ they appeared to have had little impact. One account of 1945 general election campaign mentioned that when Herbert Morrison (who became Leader of the Commons after the election) was asked ‘Are you aware that eight or nine million votes depend on Labour’s attitude to friendly societies?’ he gave ‘no impression of being worried on this point’. Similarly, James Griffiths, the Minister of National Insurance provided no evidence of concern about the claim by Henry Goodrich, a Labour MP who was Parliamentary Agent to the National Conference of Friendly Societies, to expect demonstrations against the 1946 National Insurance
In the nineteenth century insurance for workingmen had been less available and there was considerable interest in ceremony and ritual. By the mid-twentieth century there were many organisations that offered only insurance and others which focused on sociable activities and which might be employed as vehicles for social advancement. There was less need to join an organisation which was a compromise between these foci.

Channels for the spirit of voluntary service

Friendly societies had presented themselves as channels for the spirit of voluntary service during the nineteenth century. They ‘intentionally organised themselves around notions of friendship, brotherly love, charity’, and echoed and reinforced many charities’ organisational models. Some societies became charities, many made donations to charities and in the case of patronised societies there was considerable overlap between the two categories. Some of the charity given by societies was for members. A member of one of the larger, affiliated, friendly societies could appeal to the branch for help beyond that which was expected, and then to the region and finally to the national annual delegate meetings which decided whether a member who made an appeal was worthy of additional, charitable, help from the Society’s funds.

For many friendly societies charitable activity was of great importance. The IOOFMU’s White Degree, an internal qualification which was required if a member was to rise through the ranks, began: ‘The first point upon which our Order ordains to admonish you is no less than that of the first friendly duty to mankind – Charity’. In 1886 the *Oddfellows Magazine* claimed ‘our primary object is to promote that spirit of brotherly love in our fellow creatures which is necessary for the well-being and success of any institution, no matter what its object’. When the Druids held a concert at which
the opportunity was taken to present ‘an injured brother a sum of £40’ or when £25 was given to a disabled member, the society ensured that news of its generosity spread. The Crewe Co-operative Industrial and Friendly Society ran a dentist and sick benefit club for employees, donated to local people, famine relief in India, locked-out engineers in 1897 and the local hospital, to which it also recommended patients.32 IOOFMU members raised funds for the 1889 London Dock strikers and the Melbourne Oddfellow commented ‘We glory in the manner in which the matter has been taken up in the lodges, as it is one of the fundamental principles of true Oddfellowship to assist their fellowmen in times of distress and tribulation’.33

Voluntary service involved maintaining relationships through cyclical giving, receiving and returning of gifts. To friendly societies charity involved reciprocity. Benefits were sometimes referred to as gifts and while, as the 1772 rule book of the Yarm Tradesman’s Society indicated, fines could be imposed on a member ‘who reflects upon his fellow for having received the gift of this society’, there was an expectation that a recipient would reciprocate in due course. The term ‘present’ was used if there was no expectation of return. The Grand Master of the IOOFMU Rose of England lodge, Middlesbrough was censored in 1848 ‘for going out to gather mushrooms while receiving the gifts of the lodge’.34 Gifts were a mixture of altruism and selfishness, generosity and self-interest. Presenting benefits as gifts was a way of reminding members that they are obliged to the donor, the brethren of the Society Furthermore, because reciprocation could not be immediate, gifts were a means of maintaining a relationship.35 Moffrey pointed out that ‘the description of sick ailment as a “gift” and as funeral money as a “donation” lingered long after the system was changed to a definite benefit in the heading to the tables in the General Rules’.36 The expectation of reciprocity extended to other
gifts. Friendly societies often became patrons of hospitals in which treatment required a letter from a subscriber or governor. For example, between 1765 and 1814, sixteen friendly societies donated to Northampton General Hospital and thus secured places for their members. Through such activities the friendly societies were building on the neighbourly reciprocity and gifts which required a return which were a familiar part of life in the United Kingdom. Indeed according to the satirical magazine *Porcupine* in 1880 the poor ‘have a system of mutual assistance, a habit of helping each other, which prevents many of them ever becoming rich in anything but nobleness of character’.

By the early twentieth century, and some have suggested earlier, it has been argued, that gifting had died out. People had ceased to be members of often rural *Gemeinschaft* communities and became part of contractually organised *Gesellschaft* societies. Cordery suggested that friendly societies ‘contributed to the diffusion of commercial values’. He saw the legislation of 1911 as part of a longer process of change, arguing that it ‘represented another act in the drama of squeezing sociability’. The legislation discouraged engagement according to Whiteside, who suggested that for many societies ‘central regulation throttled the possibility of popular participation’. Harris agreed that the legislation was a decisive step towards uniform central control and away from welfare which was ‘highly localised, amateur, voluntaristic and intimate in scale’ while Deakin concluded that by the 1940s the active involvement of the membership and effective accountability had ‘almost entirely disappeared’. Looking back in the 1930s one observer claimed that ‘an appreciable proportion of members of the old friendly societies … never had the slightest intention of drawing benefit and this type of member has now largely ceased to exist’. Beveridge was not describing that which he saw around him but his vision of both the past and the future. In 1947 a Mass-Observation
report noted negative attitudes towards friendly societies, even among the members, and that such attitudes were more pronounced among the younger people. The conclusion was that

membership today is predominantly a passive one concentrating almost entirely upon payment of subscriptions and receipt of benefit. [This may] be related to the present centralising and impersonalising of friendly society organisation, useful enough in the interests of efficiency but perhaps not calculated to arouse much interest and enthusiasm among members.\textsuperscript{44}

Writing in 1949 one observer noted that centralisation within the friendly societies had led to ‘minority control and a façade of self-government’ with the choice of representatives ‘very largely in the hands of local officials.\textsuperscript{45} The gifting structure had helped to maintain relations between people. It had connected, pride, prestige, obligation and debt. The friendly societies had formalised the voluntary spirit in that in the nineteenth century members who did not do their tasks could not rise through the ranks and could be fined. By the time that Beveridge came to write his account gifting was no longer seen as such an important means of survival.

\textbf{Organisations for brotherly aid in misfortune}

By referring to ‘brotherly aid’ and ‘brotherly co-operation’ and stressing the importance of fellowship — ‘‘Friendly Society’ is a better name and means a better thing than the ‘Frugality Bank’ by which Jeremy Bentham wanted to replace it’ — Beveridge employed the language of the friendly societies.\textsuperscript{46} However, there was less interest in a notion of fraternity as uniting men in civil discourse, transcending class and maintaining the
dominance of male breadwinners within the home. At lodge level it was the offer of fraternity which helped to answer Frederick Eden’s question (asked in 1801) as to why a bachelor who wanted to protect himself against illness should pay to bury his neighbour’s wife.\textsuperscript{47} If one assumed that the bachelor was driven by a desire to maximise his own material possessions, then efficient impersonal exchanges may have been his best strategy. However, if the man saw the money spent on burying a neighbour’s wife as part of engagement in community life it was not wasted. Such considerations may have weighed less heavily by the twentieth century.

Throughout the nineteenth century ‘brotherly aid’ extended beyond the lodge. Thousands of pounds was distributed to friendly society’s ‘travelling brothers’ as they sought work around the country and indeed the Empire.\textsuperscript{48} The average friendly society member in early Victorian society, if there was such a person, was a migrant to one of the new towns where much employment continued to be seasonal and casual.\textsuperscript{49} An early drinking pot of the Friendly Iron-Moulders Society is illustrated with a picture of a travelling moulder asking the foreman, ‘Brother craft, can you give me a job?’ the reply being: ‘If we cannot we will relieve you’.\textsuperscript{50} By the late nineteenth century tramping within the United Kingdom was less popular. However, support was offered to travellers. In Norfolk in 1891 the Loyal Trafalgar IOOFMU lodge granted ‘clearance’ to Brother Hollis when he went to America, enabling him to draw on Society funds while abroad and in 1908 it made a sick payment to Brother Ward, who, although ‘residing in Australia’, had maintained his membership.\textsuperscript{51} By the twentieth century migration, both internal and external had slowed. Between 1931 and 1961 there was net inward migration to the United Kingdom. Meeting the needs of travelling brothers was no longer of such importance to the people the societies aimed to attract.
The friendly societies had gained popularity because they offered ‘brotherly aid’ which could reach beyond the grave. The provision for funerals and what were, in effect, pensions attracted those who feared that the consequence of the 1832 Anatomy Act and the 1834 Poor Law (Amendment) Act. The pauperised could end their days in the workhouse after which their bodies might be dissected and interned in paupers’ graves. Ownership of the corpse and many commemorative rites were denied to paupers’ next of kin. Some Poor Law Guardians forbade mourners from throwing soil on the coffin, entering the cemetery or chapel or providing headstones. By contrast, Article 12 of the South Shields ‘sure, lasting and loving’ Friendly Society laid down that members had to attend the funerals of deceased members, ‘in proper order according to Seniority’. Many societies’ banners made clear their loyalty to the dead and the survivors as they featured graveyard scenes with widows, children and references to a late brother. ‘In memory of a brother departed’ is on a tombstone pictured on a Ancient Order of Foresters’ banner while other banners bear reminders that those left behind will be treated well. Many graves noted the occupant’s membership. One IOOFMU grave noted that Thomas Fletcher provided ‘50 years of continued usefulness to the Order’. However, interest in expensive funerals fell and the prospect of a paupers’ grave ceased to worry people in the ways that it had in the Victorian period. The Local Government Act, 1929, abolished the Boards of Guardians, workhouses were converted into hospitals and the word pauper ceased to be a legal term. The promises of eternal fraternity became of less significance.

The notion of ‘brotherly aid’ was bolstered by the sense of fraternity stretching back in time. Many societies made references to their longevity and their roots in a mythic past. It was through rituals that many societies maintained and transmitted multi-
faceted, historiographies which linked a notion of trustworthy, vigilant fictive fraternity to mutuality, loyalty, trades, locality, Empire and Christianity. Repetition through drama could aid ambiguity about the origins of the society by implying longevity rather than modernity and be used to both critique and aid integration into current economic structures. Being open to a variety of interpretations it could aid ethical reflection and recruitment and mute internal divisions. It was a means by which members could demonstrate respect and affiliation, satisfy emotional requirements, nourish relationships, and strengthen social bonds. It was useful for checking on members’ status, uniting members with a sense of exclusivity, instilling rules about confidentiality and ensuring that chores were distributed among members. Chase has argued that in the eighteenth century ‘elaborate ritual, hierarchy and the language of brotherhood was one means by which the frontier of skill was defended’ while Cannadine has pointed to the importance of late nineteenth century civic ritual and pageantry.\(^{57}\) It was part of a wider ‘unprecedented honorific inventiveness’ of the Victorian period when the British saw themselves as

belonging to an unequal society characterized by a seamless web of layered gradations, which were hallowed by time and precedent, which were sanctioned by tradition and religion.\(^{58}\)

However, in 1889 Baernreither contrasted the ‘eccentric names’ and the rituals of friendly societies with ‘the thoroughly practical and sober objects of insurance against sickness and accident.\(^{59}\) Men, who had a variety of other possible ways of spending their leisure time and other opportunities for ritual, did not need to join the friendly societies to
engage in fraternal bonding. In 1913, initiation, it was argued in the IOOFMU’s *Oddfellows Magazine*, had the effect of ‘creating a feeling of nervousness’. In the same year that Society’s Grand Master (President) said that in some lodges ‘ritual has fallen into utter disuse’.\(^6\) By the mid-twentieth century the attractions of joining an organisation such as the Nottingham Imperial Oddfellows’ (its regalia included full-length medieval costumes) were less apparent to many people. Friendly societies noted that ritual and regalia alienated potential members. Beveridge’s use of the term ‘brotherly’ evoked a period which looked very distant by the 1940s.

During the nineteenth century ‘a large number of intelligent Europeans believed that much of what was happening in the world around them only happened because secret societies planned it’.\(^6\) Secrecy was associated with gaining access to a higher truth and in *The English Constitution*, 1867, Walter Bagehot suggested that while it might be reasonable to extend the franchise (most adults in the United Kingdom were not allowed to vote until the twentieth century) the nation should be ruled by the Cabinet, ‘the most powerful body in the state’ the meetings of which were ‘not only secret in theory, but secret in reality’.\(^6\) George Simmel concluded that ‘the role of the secret in social life’ offered, ‘the possibility of a second world alongside the manifest world; and the latter is deeply influenced by the former’. He also noted that secrecy could be associated with power and jealousy of hidden information and that ‘British parliamentary discussions were secret for a long time; and as late as under George III, press communications about them were persecuted as criminal offences, explicitly as violations of parliamentary privilege’. In the nineteenth century friendly societies helped to secure their social acceptability through offering symbols, allegories and access to sacred truths. As Simmel argued, there was a ‘peculiar attraction of formally secretive behavior … that what is
denied to many must have special value. By the 1920s the need for secrecy and passwords was reduced and secrecy was perceived as a cause of the First World War and contrasted to the ‘open diplomacy’ promoted within Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points.

In the nineteenth century the need to present fraternity as a means to cross class lines was clear to many within the societies. Initially, the friendly societies may have been a way to reconstruct an idealised version of the fraternity between masters and men in the craft workshop. Later in the century some friendly societies welcomed patronage because it was associated with respectability and financial and organisational acumen. A Trustee of a friendly society with about 500 members noted: ‘We are a plain lot of uncultivated agricultural labourers [who need] 10 or 20 percent of middle class to keep [us] straight’. The Collingbourne Kingston Friendly Society banner features a symbol of labour clasping hands with a representative of capital rather than labour. Gentry-financed friendly societies existed throughout the nineteenth century in many areas. Many female friendly societies were dominated by patrons. Employers also saw the benefits of having an interest in men’s associations. In 1870 there were about eighty railway company-sponsored friendly societies. By the twentieth century, there was a greater interest in class-based politics and for some of those the societies sought to attract to join, accommodation with the wealthier appeared unnecessary and even a counter-productive strategy.

Whereas there might have been a heightened preoccupation with gender difference and female inferiority among men in the early years of industrialisation, by the twentieth century, when the societies sought to attract women, their attachment to male-only rituals and habits may have alienated women. Victorian working-class masculine self-respect demanded the exclusion of women and membership aided male control over
the domestic income. One Preston Oddfellows lodge forbade ‘members sending their money … by women and children’, thus reminding members of their status. In 1902 a select committee was told that a man earning thirty shillings would give his wife twenty-five shillings and kept the rest for ‘his private spending money and for his Oddfellows’. This world was disappearing and the friendly societies recognised the need for change. In 1945 a Special Conference on reconstructing the IOOFMU emphasised that ‘every lodge should be built like the nation, upon the basis of the family and be encouraged to have men, women and juvenile members’. Beveridge’s account, by contrast, in looking forwards, built upon a notion of secure gender roles, undisturbed by total war.

In making his case Beveridge offered a view as to why there had been a lack of interest in friendly societies since 1945. Although he marginalised both the tensions between the elements he identified and the exclusion of poorer women, preferring to focus on the absence of the middle class, he did present a historiography which recognised that rituals, rules, reciprocity, funds and social functions were linked and reliant on members’ enthusiasm for recruitment and retention. In presenting friendly societies as built where brotherhood, charity and insurance intersected he pointed to the direction that the IOOFMU subsequently took about half a century later. It had about a million members in 1910 and also that number in 1945. From the late 1940s membership plummeted despite attempts to amend its investment strategy. It was only when it decided to focus on improving ‘the quality of life of our members by meeting their social and welfare needs’ that membership rose again. A former Grand Master (that is national, annual President) argued in 2008 that the IOOFMU had gone ‘back to our roots as a mutual, caring Society, but with an up-to-date twist.’ The Oddfellows is still an agency for saving and mutual insurance, it has its own credit union, it is still a channel for the
spirit of voluntary service, sick visitors are now called welfare development officers, and
it is still an organisation for brotherly (and sisterly) aid in misfortune in that it raises
money for charity and provides care to members. By avoiding a monocausal explanation
of decline and instead suggesting that for the friendly societies to thrive a balance
between these elements was required; Beveridge revealed his own conceptual framework.
This was a relatively sophisticated and robust means to understand the past and the future
of friendly societies and of voluntary action.
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